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TEASER

FADE IN

EXT. EUCALYPCITY NATIONAL BANK NOON DAYTIME SUNNY

On a quiet sunny day in San Diego. Suddenly an EXPLOSION

came out from the San Diego National Bank BREAKING a wall

from the explosion. From the CLOUD OF SMOKE comes out the

Street Freaks a gang of 5 super power teenagers.

EVIL CLASSICAL MUSIC IN THE BACKGROUND.GREG African American

6’01, handsome, bad, evil, strong,tough who is wears a

tanned hoodie comes out from the bank with a big sack of

money. MABEL African American pretty, smart, nice, shy and

considerate with french bared hair who is using her

TELEKINESIS POWERS to make 3 bags of money FLOAT into the

air. TED cheeky, cheesy, playful, fast talking, with blonde

hair wears no shoes and wears a blue shirt with a lightning

bolt on comes out from the back,. CHUCK handsome, smooth

talking, skinny, and has a New Zealand assent and has a nose

parsing also came out from the bank with a sack of money.

RED loud, rude, cruel, bad who has red spiky hair came out

with two sacks of money.

Suddenly police SIRENS are coming close to the Street

Freaks.

TED

Ah Man it’s boys in blues dude.

GREG

Relax Ted we are the Street Freaks

and we got super powers we got

this.

The police along with Arthur Nickels arrive to the bank in

their police cars.The Police and Arthur Nickels got out from

their police cars and pointed their laser blasters at them.

ARTHUR NICKELS

This is the Eucalypcity Police

surrender or be arrested.

GREG

Do it Mable.

MABLE

You’re the boss Greg.

(CONTINUED)
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Mable raises her hands causing all of the police cars to

FLOAT into the air. Red SHOOTS OUT FIRE from his hands

causing the police cars to EXPLODE as the police and Arthur

run for their lives.

Ted uses his SUPER SPEED to run in a circle making a TORNADO

appear out of nowhere and causing the police and Arthur

Nickels to FLOAT into the air and then drop to the ground.

Chuck FLIES up into the air and FIRES ENERGY BALLS at the

Police and Arthur all ran for their lives from the energy

ball attack. Greg lifts a damaged police car and throws it

at the police and Arthur. They all dodge the damaged police

car.

GREG

It’s time to feel the wrath of the

Street Freaks.

Suddenly the Street Freaks all DISAPPEAR.

POLICE OFFICER 1

What just happened?

ARTHUR NICKELS

I think the Street Freaks

disappeared.

CUT TO

INT. PROFESSOR STEEL SKULL’S LAIR DAY TIME

EVIL CLASSICAL MUSIC IN THE BACKGROUND. The Street Freaks

REAPPEAR in Professor Steel Skull’s evil lair. The Street

Freaks notice that they are all in Professor Steel Skull’s

lair where Toby Lincoln, Ivan the Poacher and Crabby all

come out from the shadows.

RED

Wow dudes this is some type of

stunt or something?

CHUCK

I know what just happened?

PROFESSOR STEEL SKULL (V.O)

You’re in my secret lair.

Professor Steel Skull walks out from the shadows from the

right side of his lair.

(CONTINUED)
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PROFESSOR STEEL SKULL

(grins)

Hello my name is Professor Stewart

Skullitian, but you can call me by

my real name Professor Steel Skull.

FADE TO BLACK

END OF TEASER

ACT ONE

FADE IN

INT. CRIME FIGHTING KARATE KOALA BEARS’ TREEHOUSE GARAGE

MOMENTS LATER

In the Crime Fighting Karate Koala Bears’ garage Arthur

Nickels is in the garage with the koalas and Rose McScott.

They are up at the computer screeching about the Street

Freaks.

PAUL

So you’re saying about this gang of

super power teenagers robbed the

bank and then they disappeared?

ARTHUR NICKELS

Yes during a robbery, those

teenagers lifted up our police

cars, burst them into flames, then

one of the members ran in a circle

causing to make a tornado appear,

then another member fly up into the

air and shoot energy balls at us

and then finally they magically

disappeared.

MARTIN

More like teleported, check out

this footage from the bank.

Martin put up the footage from the bank earlier today, where

the Street Freaks where all teleported away from the fight.

MARTIN

(explain)

You see some the Street Freaks

where teleported away of the

future.

(CONTINUED)
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JAKE

Hey Marty you’re a genius can you

make teleportation device?

MARTIN

Not now Jakey.

FLUFFY

(smiles)

You know having that type of

technology shall make going to the

mall more easier.

PAUL

(to the other Koalas)

Guys where not talking about that

now, we’re focused on the Street

Freaks.

ARTHUR NICKELS

Now then here are the 5 members of

the Street Freaks.

Martin pulls up the Street Freaks’ high school photos from

the Eucalypicty High files.

MARTIN

I couldn’t find any mug shoots of

the Street Freaks, but I got their

high school photos from San Diego

High.

ARTHUR NICKELS

(explains)

Now then all 5 members of the

Street Freaks are all expelled high

school students before they got

their powers, here is Greg the

leader he has super strength, bad

and dangerous.

BRUCE

(disgust)

Dangerous, as if I am more

dangerous when I beat up those bad

guys everyday, whenever there is a

crime in progress.

JAKE

Hey you beat us up everyday during

our training.

(CONTINUED)
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BRUCE

(smiles)

Yeah but I am still the toughest.

FLUFFY

You think?

ARTHUR NICKELS

Anyway here is Mable, she isn’t bad

as she looks, but she is the

girlfriend to Greg, she doesn’t

like what her gang is doing.

MARTIN

Well what does she want to do?

ARTHUR NICKELS

We don’t know yet anyway, here is

Ted he is the 1 with no shoes on,

because shoes slow him down do to

his power of speed, more faster

then a speeding bullet, he can run

across the country with getting

tired.

The next picture shows Chuck on the computer screen.

ARTHUR NICKELS

Here is Chuck a New Zealander

Exchange student, he ran away from

his Australian home to live a life

of an American boy, so he go into

the student exchange program

without his parents knowing that he

is gone.

ROSE MCSCOTT

What a cruel idea leaving home

without letting your parents know

you’re gone.

PAUL

I know.

The finial picture shows Red on the computer screen.

ARTHUR NICKELS

The finial member of the gang is

Reginald, but his gang names him

Red because he has red hair and he

has the power to shoot fire from

his hands.

(CONTINUED)
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JAKE

That is so cool, but dangerous.

ROSE MCSCOTT

(agrees)

You’re right Jakey, this gang is

dangerous so stay on your toes,

watch your backs and be careful.

BRUCE

Relax mom we have this under

control, besides the Street Freaks

are at their hide out now.

CUT TO

INT.PROFESSOR STEEL SKULL’S LAIR DAYTIME MOMENTS LATER

EVIL CLASSICAL MUSIC IN THE BACKGROUND. In Professor Steel

Skull’s lair the Street Freaks where all at Professor Steel

Skull’s super computer. Professor Steel Skull was TYPING on

his super computer along with Ivan the Poacher, Crabby and

Toby Lincoln.

MABLE

(worried)

Well this is a very nice place you

got here Mr. Steel Skull.

IVAN THE POACHER

It’s Professor Steel Skull missy.

PROFESSOR STEEL SKULL

(commands)

That is right, and I had been

watching you all month and I was

wondering if you can take out 5

Koalas for me.

GREG

And What is that so post to mean?

CRABBY

(to the Street Freaks)

It means you’re going to destroy 5

Koalas who are living in San Diego.

PROFESSOR STEEL SKULL

But, it’s more then the Koalas it’s

Rose McScott.

Professor Steel Skull pull out a picture of Rose McScott on

his super computer.

(CONTINUED)
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RED

Wow who is she your girlfriend?

Professor Steel Skull uses his glove to SHOOT ELECTRICITY

out from his glove and shocks Red.

TOBY LINCOLN

That’s Rose McScott, she is the one

that Professor Steel Skull is

obsessed about.

TED

Does he have a crush on her or

something?

Professor Steel Skull SHOCKS Ted with his electric gauntlet

causing him to fall to the floor.

PROFESSOR STEEL SKULL

(mad)

A CRUSH ON HER, NO I DON’T!!! I

want to crush her with my own 2

hands for what she had done to my

work.

CHUCK

So you hate her then right?

PROFESSOR STEEL SKULL

Yes, but first I need you to find

her Koalas for me and take them

out.

Professor Steel Skull pulls out a picture of the Koalas

Paul, Bruce, Martin, Jake and Fluffy onto the computer

screen.

GREG

(ask)

So we’re looking for some cats.

PROFESSOR STEEL SKULL

No they are cats, they are Koalas

and I need them found right now so

get to it.

The Street Freaks all go into the elevator and went out to

find the Koalas.

CUT TO
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INT. PABLO’S TACO RESTAURANT DINING ROOM NOON

At Pablo’s Taco Restaurant the Koalas are waiting for their

tacos to be ready. Paul is sitting in the booth reading a

book, Fluffy is also in the booth filing her nails, and

Bruce and Martin are having a arm wrestling contest, for

Jake he was up at the crane machine, trying to win a prize.

PAUL

Jakey, you’re at that Crane machine

for over 5 minutes now give up.

JAKE

(smile)

Wait I almost got it.

The claw of the crane machine lowers to the stuff animals

and grabs a stuff koala picking it up and lifting it up. The

stuff koala drops back onto the other stuff animals.

JAKE

(mad)

Rats, time for plan b, breaking it

down.

PAUL

I heard that.

Suddenly Pablo comes into the dinning room with a plate of a

dozen tacos.

PABLO

(to the koalas)

Here are your Tacos.

JAKE

(glad)

Sweet.

Pablo place the tacos onto the table and the Koalas all

grabbed one of the tacos from the plate and starts to eat

them all up until their is only 1 taco left on the plate.

JAKE

1 Taco left, dibs.

Jake reaches for a taco. Bruce SLAPS his hand away from the

taco plate.

BRUCE

No way Jakey it’s mine.

(CONTINUED)
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MARTIN

(mad)

No way it’s mine.

Jake, Bruce and Martin all grabs the plate of the last taco

and pull the plate to one of them. Suddenly the taco fly up

onto the air off from the plate. Jake leaps into the air and

reached for the last taco. Bruce tackles him to the floor.

Martin leaps into the air and reach for the taco. Bruce

tackles him to the floor, then the taco fall to the floor

.Suddenly the taco was karate chopped in half by Paul.

Fluffy and Paul all grabs 2 of the halves of the taco.

PAUL

(smiles)

Sorry bros it’s ours.

Paul and Fluffy both eat the their halves of the taco that

Paul karate chopped.

BRUCE

(mad)

No fare bro!!!

FLUFFY

(smile)

Hey it’s fare to share right.

Pablo comes out from the kitchen with another plate of

tacos.

PABLO

(smiles)

Relax Koalas I got more where that

came from.

Pablo place the other plate of tacos onto the table.

JAKE

(smiles)

Thanks Pablo your tacos are the

best.

PABLO

Oh it’s nothing for my favorite

customers, with you guys here

nothing shall happen.

EVIL CLASSICAL MUSIC IN THE BACKGROUND.Suddenly the Street

Freaks barge right through the front door BREAKING it down.

(CONTINUED)
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GREG

(smile)

Hmm... Nice place it’s a good place

for some grub.

PAUL

(asks)

The Street Freaks I take it.

RED

(ask)

How do you know about us man

MARTIN

(explains)

Let’s just say a friend told us

about you guys.

CHUCK

Well then met it’s time to show you

why they call us the Street Freaks.

MABLE

We really named our selves that

name.

CHUCK

(rolled his eyes)

Whatever.

FADE TO BLACK

END OF ACT ONE

ACT TWO

FADE IN

ACTION ROCK AND ROLL MUSIC IN THE BACKGROUND.Bruce leaps

into the air and did a flying jump kick at Chuck. Chuck

uses his FLOATS to dodge the attack and then grabs Bruce’s

leg and swing him around and throws him right at the crane

machine causing it to BREAK into piece. Jake picks up the

stuff koala.

JAKE

(glad)

Finally I got the toy.

Bruce pushes the crane machine off of him. He picks himself

up off of the floor.

(CONTINUED)
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BRUCE

Jakey focus.

JAKE

Right, AWesomongo!!!

Jake jump kicks into the air right at Ted. Ted counter his

attack by jumping into the air and then did a really fast

double kick attack at Jake with his SUPER SPEED hitting him

causing Jake to SLIDE across the floor and into the kitchen.

Paul, Martin and Fluffy charge at Greg, Mable and Red. Red

uses his FIRE POWERS to SHOOT FIRE right at Martin. Martin

does a power slide to dodge the fire attack and does a

uppercut punch at Red and then grabs his left arm and did a

shoulder throw throwing him to the wall. Mable uses her

TELEKINESIS POWERS to left up Fluffy and throws her right at

Pablo slamming into him.

FLUFFY

(apologies)

Sorry Pablo are you OK?

PABLO

(smile)

Yes I am.

JAKE

(asked)

Are the tacos OK.

PABLO

No they are not.

Greg throws a punch at Paul. Paul blocks the punch and then

throws Greg to the floor. He grabbed his right arm and did a

Juji gatame with it. Greg grabs Paul by the throat and lifts

himself up from the floor and throws Paul across the room

and slamming him to the wall.

Greg then runs right at Paul. Paul picks himself up from the

floor and does a double kick right at Greg hitting him in

the chest and then in the head, and grabs his legs and does

a Udewa slamming Greg to the floor. Fluffy did a triple

front snap kick attack at Mable. Mable FLASHES WHITE LIGHT

out from her eyes to blind Fluffy and she punches Fluffy in

the face.

MABLE

(apologizes to Fluffy)

Sorry.

(CONTINUED)
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FLUFFY

(asked)

Why did you apologizes to me your a

part of the Street Freaks.

Fluffy kicks Mable in the stomach and punches her in the

check. Chuck FIRES his ENERGY BALLS at Bruce. Bruce kick

Chuck’s energy ball right back at him right into the face.

He grabs his right leg while he is floating in the air and

throws him onto the table and does a body slam onto

Chuck.Chuck dodge the body slam with his flying powers and

FIRES another ENERGY BALL right at Bruce.Bruce catch the

energy ball and CRUSHES with his hand causing the energy

ball to EXPLODE in his hand and causes his hand to BURN.

BRUCE

(shaking his burnt hand)

Ouch that burns.

CHUCK

I know met

Chuck kicks Bruce in the face. Martin dodge 3 FIRE ATTACKS

from Red and bumped into a fire extinguisher behind him.

Martin uses the fire extinguisher to use it onto Red

SPRAYING him with phome. He uses the canister of the fire

extinguisher to hit him in the head and throws side kick at

him in the chest.

Ted uses his SUPER SPEED to punch repeatedly right at Jake.

Jake continue to block Ted’s punches causing Jake to walk

backwards into a table then notice some hot sauce on the

table and uses it right at Ted squirting hot sauce from the

bottle right at his face.

TED

(rubbing his eyes.)

Ahh my eyes!!!

Jake then stomp onto Ted’s right foot.

TED

Ahh my foot.

Jake picks up his skateboard and uses it to hit Ted in the

head head twice and then does a jump back kick at him

sending him CRASHING into a table. Mable uses her

TELEKINESIS POWERS to lift up the tables and chair right at

Fluffy. Fluffy karate chops all of the tables and chairs and

then does a cartwheel and does a double kick right at Mable

causing her to fall to the floor.

(CONTINUED)
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Greg throw punches right at Paul. Paul blocks all his

punches and kicks Greg in the shins and then did a spin hook

kick and Greg. Greg then picked up a booth and uses it to

hit Paul. Paul blocks the entire booth and then kick Greg in

the face causing Greg to let go of the booth and then Paul

grabs Greg’s right arm and throws him in the middle of the

dining room. Mable, Chuck, Ted and Red all gotten thrown

into the middle of the dinning room.

PAUL

(to the Street Freaks)

Give up now Street Freaks,

surrender now or face punishment.

GREG

The Street Freaks are never going

down, Red, Chuck you know what to

do?

RED

To do what?

GREG

(angerly)

Blow this place down

RED

Oh that.

Chuck CREATES a basket ball size ENERGY BALL and Red LITE it

on FIRE and Chuck throws it onto the floor.

PAUL

Run!!!

CUT TO

EXT. PABLO’S TACO RESTAURANT PARKING LOT

An ENORMOUS EXPLOSION destroys the entire restaurant. From

the BLAZE the Street Freaks walk out from the destroyed

restaurant.

GREG

Alright let’s tell Professor Steel

Skull that the koalas are

destroyed.

The Street Freaks all walk away from the destroyed

restaurant. From behind of the destroyed restaurant, the

Koalas and Pablo all came out from the back of the destroyed

restaurant.

(CONTINUED)
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JAKE

(to Pablo)

Your restaurant is destroyed Pablo.

PABLO

(smiles)

Relax I got insurance.

CUT TO

INT. PROFESSOR STEEL SKULL’S LAIR MOMENTS LATER

The Street Freaks return to Professor Steel Skull’s lair.

GREG

(to Professor Steel Skull)

Yo Steel Skull, we took down the

koalas just like you said.

PROFESSOR STEEL SKULL

(glad)

Prefect and now it’s time for phase

two.

CHUCK

Phase 2 what is that met?

PROFESSOR STEEL SKULL

(mad)

I know the Koalas well, I have been

watching their battles fighting off

every other foe they have face they

always come out alive.

MABLE

Well good then they are still

alive.

PROFESSOR STEEL SKULL

I know I want them all dead, since

you destroyed the restaurant the

Koalas and the owner escaped un

harmed ,and now for phase two, Ivan

and Crabby are looking for Rose

McScott and then put the Koalas

right into my trap and as soon they

go for it my revenge is complete.

FADE TO
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INT.CRIME FIGHTING KARATE KOALA BEARS TREEHOUSE LIVING ROOM

Back at the Koalas house the Koalas are watching the news

story of Pablo’s restaurant being destroyed while Martin was

on his laptop researching about super humans.

On the TV Christopher Bryan is at the wreckage of Pablo’s

restaurant reporting the story.

CHRISTOPHER BRYAN

Here behind me was Pablo’s Tacos

Restaurant, the owner was having

friends over until a gang of super

powered teenagers destroyed the

restaurant, but likely they escape

un harmed.

PAUL

Looks like the Street Freaks are

working for Professor Steel Skull.

FLUFFY

You heard that the Street Freaks

are working for Steel Skull with

your super hearing?

PAUL

Yeap.

MARTIN

This is impossible super human

teenagers, there have been people

who where born with amazing skills

to have powers, but it’s impossible

to have teenagers to develop these

powers quickly.

JAKE

Maybe it’s just puberty.

Rose McScott walks into the Living room with high heels on,

blue jeans on, a light green sling shirt on, a tanned

leather jacket over the sling shirt and wearing a purple

hanker shift.

BRUCE

Hey Mom why are you dressed like

that?

ROSE MCSCOTT

(smiled at the Koalas)

I am going to see a movie with

Professors Lucy Popper, Susan Smith

(MORE) (CONTINUED)
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ROSE MCSCOTT (cont’d)
and Violet Rexes, so this is going

to be my first girls night out.

PAUL

Sweet mom.

ROSE MCSCOTT

(to the Koalas)

Now I left some meatloaf in the

fridge and I’ll be back by 10 OK.

BRUCE

OK mom have fun.

Rose McScott exits the living room and walk out the front

door.

CUT TO

EXT. EUCALYPCITY MOVIE THEATER EVENING.

A taxi stop by the San Diego Movie Theater letting out Rose

McScott, Professor Lucy Popper, Susan Smith and Violet

Rexes. The Taxi drive away into the FOG.

ROSE MCSCOTT

(to the Professors)

Thank you for inviting me to this

movie.

PROFESSOR SUSAN SMITH

(smiles)

Well it’s the less we can do.

PROFESSOR VIOLET REXES

(smiles )

Besides your Koalas are the one who

saved us and our sons.

ROSE MCSCOTT

Oh stop it your making me blush.

PROFESSOR LUCY POPPER

No we mean it, without your Koalas

saving us we shall be with the Red

Fist Ninjas for the rest of our

lives.

ROSE MCSCOTT

Oh stop, my Cuddly Koalas are back

home now besides on a night like

this we don’t need them.

(CONTINUED)
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DANGER CLASSICAL MUSIC IN THE BACKGROUND. Suddenly Ivan the

Poacher and Crabby all jump down from the roof of the

theater and land onto the ground.

IVAN THE POACHER

Hello ladies.

Rose McScott did a front snap kick at Ivan the Poacher. Ivan

the Poacher blocks the kick and push Rose to the ground.Rose

did a leg sweep right at Ivan the Poacher causing him to

fall to the ground Rose McScott jump off from the ground and

then did an axe kick at Ivan the Poacher.

Ivan grabs Rose’s axe kick with his legs and then throw her

to the ground. Rose McScott then grabs a smoke bomb from her

purses and throws it at Ivan the Poacher.Ivan the Poacher

catches the smoke bomb and CRUSHES it and then punches Rose

McScott. Rose blocks the punch and throw Ivan the Poacher to

the ground.

CRABBY(O.S)

Don’t you dare move another muscle.

Rose McScott turns her head to Professors Lucy Popper, Susan

Smith and Violet Rexes all being in a net captured by

Crabby. Suddenly Ivan the Poacher handcuffed her.

CRABBY

(asked angerly)

Now are we going to do the easy way

or the hard way?

ROSE MCSCOTT

(mad)

Where do I make a choose.

CUT TO

INT. CRIME FIGHTING KARATE KOALA BEARS TREEHOUSE LIVING ROOM

EVENING

Back at the Koala’s house Paul, Bruce, Martin and Jake were

watching TV while Fluffy is listening to her S.P.D music.

Suddenly Paul’s Koala cell VIBRATES. Paul answered his

Koala Cell and it was a text message from Rose.

PAUL

(shocked)

Guys it’s a text message from mom.

(CONTINUED)
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JAKE

What’s it say.

PAUL

(reading the text message)

It said "Koalas we have been

captured by Ivan the Poacher and

some type of giant crab please save

us".

BRUCE

Well looks like mom’s night out

becomes a night of horror.

MARTIN

Come on we have to save them.

Paul,Bruce, Martin and Jake all go out to the garage to save

Rose McScott, Professors Lucy Popper, Susan Smith, and

Violet Rexes. Paul pull out Fluffy’s ear buds.

FLUFFY

(mad)

What was that for?

PAUL

Mom got kidnapped on her night out.

FLUFFY

We got to go save her.

CUT TO

EXT. EUCALYPCITY ROOF TOP OF BUILDING EVENING

On the roof top of a building in San Diego Rose McScott,

Professors Lucy Popper, Susan Smith and Violet Rexes are

tied up in rope with Ivan the Poacher and Crabby keeping an

eye on them. Then the Street Freaks arrive on top of the

building.

GREG

(asked)

So this is phase 2?

IVAN THE POACHER

(to Greg)

No phase 2 is where we take down

the Koalas together.

(CONTINUED)
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ROSE MCSCOTT

(Mad at Ivan the Poacher)

No you can’t do this, my Koalas are

stronger then you all put together.

CRABBY

Right there are 5 of them and 7 of

us they won’t stand a chance.

BRUCE (V.O)

I don’t think so bucko.

Ivan the Poacher, Crabby and the Street Freaks turn to see

the Crime Fighting Karate Koala Bears are behind them.

BRUCE

(mad)

Because what mom teached us is how

to fight our battles.

PAUL

And she teach us respect and honor,

and when it comes to our foes their

is no honor to them.

IVAN THE POACHER

Well good thing we have no honor to

defeat you all.

PAUL

Well we always say Koalas together

we never surrender.

ACTION ROCK AND ROLL MUSIC IN THE BACKGROUND. Ivan the

Poacher, Crabby and the Street Freaks all charge right at

the Koalas.

PAUL

(ordered the other Koalas)

Marty you go free Mom and the

Professors everyone else let’s kick

their butts.

The Koalas all leap into the air and did a flying jump

kicks at Ivan the Poacher, Crabby and the Street Freaks.

Jake punches Red and does a spin hook kick at Chuck. Fluffy

attacked Mable with her flying jump kick. Bruce body slams

on Ted and picks him up and throw him right at Crabby.Crabby

dodge him and FIRES ACID SPIT at Bruce. Bruce dodge his acid

spit and leaps into the air and grabs Crabby’s head and

throw Crabby onto the roof of the building.

(CONTINUED)
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Greg grabs hold of Paul and Ivan the Poacher did a front

snap kick right at Paul while Greg is holding onto him. Paul

break free causing Ivan the Poacher to kick Greg in the face

Paul does a side kick at Greg knocking him onto the roof of

the building and then did an upper cut punch right at Ivan

the Poacher. Ivan grabs his arm and throws Paul off from the

building.

ROSE MCSCOTT

(shouted)

PAUL MY BABY!!!!

Paul is falling to the ground he quickly pull out his

grappling hook and FIRES it at the roof top of the building

pulling him back up to the rooftop. As he reach the rooftop

Paul kicks Ivan the Poacher in the head causing him to fall

onto the roof of the building, and then pull out his nun

chucks and use them to hit Ivan the Poacher

MARTIN

(to Rose McScott)

Relax mom Paul has his grappling

hook with him.

Martin continue to cut the rope that is holding Rose

McScott, Professors Lucy Popper, Susan Smith, and Violet

Rexes. Martin finally cuts the rope releasing them.

ROSE MCSCOTT

(relieved)

Oh thank you Martin.

Rose McScott hugs Martin. Suddenly Rose McScott, Professors

Lucy Popper, Susan Smith and Violet Rexes all FLOAT in the

air.

MARTIN

Mom whats going on?

Martin notice that Mable is doing all of this with her

TELEKINESIS POWERS.

MABLE

(begs)

Please don’t hurt me.

MARTIN

I’m not but my sister is.

Fluffy punches Mable in the face causing Mable to lose her

concentration placing Rose McScott, Professors Lucy Popper,

Susan Smith and Violet Rexes back onto the roof top of the

building. Crabby throws a punch right at Martin. Martin
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blocks the punch and Rose McScott did a double kick right at

Crabby knocking him to the roof of the building. Chuck FIRES

multiple ENERGY BALLS at Bruce. Bruce dodge the balls and

kicks the last energy ball right at Chuck. Chuck FLOATS into

the air to dodge the energy ball. Bruce grabs his legs while

he was floating in the air throwing him down back onto the

roof of the building.

BRUCE

(holding onto Chuck’s leg)

Sorry Chuck your flight been

canceled.

CHUCK

I don’t think so mate.

Chuck starts to FLOAT back up into the air with his flying

powers with Bruce holding onto his legs. Bruce grabs his

taster stick from his utility belt and SHOCKS Chuck with it

causing Chuck to fall back onto the roof of the building

with Bruce on top of him. Bruce picks himself up off from

Chuck.

BRUCE

(smile)

Now your flight is canceled.

Ted uses his SUPER SPEED to run in circles around Jake. Jake

pulls out a sticky bomb from his utility belt right onto the

roof of the building causing Ted to have his feet stick into

the sticky slime from the sticky bomb.

TED

Ah dude what is this?

JAKE

(smiled)

Sticky slime dude.

Jake kicks Ted in the shins and punches him in the face. Ted

VIBRATES very fast BREAKING him free from the sticky slime

and kicks Jake in the shins. Jake grabs Ted by the shirt and

throws him to the roof of the building and throws another

sticky bomb on him.

Red throws FIRES right at Martin. Martin dodge the fire and

somersaults to Red and jump kicks right at Red’s face. Red

throws a fire punch at Martin.

MARTIN

(covering his face)

Ahh my face ahh!!!
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ROSE MCSCOTT

(to Red)

Does your mother know that it is

terrible to play with fire.

RED

Sorry I didn’t listen to my mom.

Red throws a BIG FIRE BALL right at Martin. Martin dodge it

causing the big fire ball at the water tower on top of the

building SPILLING water out from the water tower and

SPLASHES right at Red.

RED

(all wet)

Ah man my powers don’t work with

water.

MARTIN

Well that’s good, because I can do

this.

Martin picks up Red and throws him down onto the roof of the

building.

Paul continues to fight Greg and Ivan the Poacher. Paul does

a tornado kick at Greg kicking him in the hip and does an

upper cut punch. Ivan the Poacher front snap kicks Paul in

the back knocking him to the roof of the building. Ivan the

Poacher pulls out his sword and points it at Paul’s face.

IVAN THE POACHER

(mad)

It’s over koala.

Ivan the Poacher raises his sword, all of a sudden Rose

McScott does a flying jump kick at Ivan the Poacher causing

him to let go of his sword, and knocking him down to the

roof of the building.

PAUL

(glad)

Nice save mom

ROSE MCSCOTT

No one is going to hurt my baby.

Greg picks up part of the roof of the building and raises in

the air.

GREG

(mad)

No one is going to take down the

Street Freaks.
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Ivan the Poacher then took out his laser blaster from his

back and points it at Paul and Rose McScott.

IVAN THE POACHER

(mad)

And I am not going to be defeated

by the same person.

Suddenly Ivan the Poacher, Greg, Crabby, Ted, Red and Chuck

where all FLOATING up into the air.

MARTIN

What on Earth?

JAKE

(asked)

Is this some type of joke from

Steel Skull?

PAUL’S P.O.V

Paul sees that Mable is uses her TELEKINESIS POWERS lifting

Greg, Chuck, Red, Ted, Ivan the Poacher and Crabby into the

air.

RETURN TO SCENE.

PAUL

This is odd?

MABLE

(shouted)

Go now I’ll hold them off.

The Koalas, Rose McScott, Professors Lucy Popper, Susan

Smith, and Violet Rexes all go down the stairwell to escape

the fight.

FADE TO

INT. CRIME FIGHTING KARATE KOALA BEARS KITCHEN EVENING

MOMENTS LATER

Back at the Koala’s House in the kitchen the koala and Rose

McScott were in the kitchen with Arthur Nickels.

PAUL

(understands)

So you see, the female member of

the Street Freaks uses her

telekinesis powers to lift everyone

else up from the roof of the

building letting us go.
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BRUCE

In other words, she is nice.

ARTHUR NICKELS

But is she part of the Street

Freaks?

MARTIN

(explain)

Well in her mind she thinks that

she wanted to use her powers for

good not evil.

JAKE

But why did she join the Street

Freaks anyway?

FLUFFY

(to Jake)

I don’t know, maybe she wanted to

do something good with her powers.

ROSE MCSCOTT

(to the Koalas)

Well she might not like being part

of the Street Freaks.

ARTHUR NICKELS

Well I’ll keep an eye on the Street

Freaks just encase there is a

problem.

CUT TO

INT. PROFESSOR STEEL SKULL’S LAIR MOMENTS LATER

Back in Professor Steel Skull’s Lair, Professor Steel Skull

is sitting right at his super computer with the Street

Freaks, Ivan the Poacher and Crabby behind him. Professor

Steel Skull turns to face them.

PROFESSOR STEEL SKULL

(mad)

So Mable ,you used your powers to

make the Koalas and Rose McScott

and her friends go free right?

MABLE

Yes I did.
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PROFESSOR STEEL SKULL

(asked)

But why, I want them all wiped out?

MABLE

(to Professor Steel Skull)

Because I don’t want to be part of

the Street Freaks, I want to use my

powers for good.

GREG

(to Mable)

Well then too bad Mable you’re

going to use your powers for bad

and that’s it.

MABLE

(mad)

No don’t you see ever since we

where expelled from San Diego High,

you became the leader of our gang

ever since we have our powers.

GREG

(yells at Mable)

You take that back I am your

boyfriend and you do what I say,

understand.

Mable march angrily out of Professor Steel Skull’s lair.

PROFESSOR STEEL SKULL

(to Greg)

Let her go boy, she’ll come back

and she’ll be right about you.

GREG

(mad)

You bet.

FADE TO BLACK


